INFOSYS ZERO
DISRUPTION
MODERNIZATION
Reimagine Legacy.
Succeed with Cloud.

Infosys helps organizations transform into ‘live enterprises’ by modernizing their legacy application landscape, and creating agile and digitalready ecosystems with zero disruption.
In today’s dynamic and unpredictable
business environment, enterprises
face several challenges in their
legacy application landscape. These
bottlenecks hamper the business
resilience needed to respond to
unceasing disruption.

Modernization of legacy applications is no
longer just an ‘option’ for the continuously
evolving business landscape. It is
‘paramount’ for every enterprise to survive
and thrive.
Infosys helps enterprises transform
into resilient, responsive, and relevant

organizations by modernizing their legacy
application landscape using Infosys
Zero Disruption Modernization. We
leverage cloud, open source, mainframe
modernization, DevSecOps, and next-gen
technologies such as low-code/no-code and
software asset optimization techniques.

Modernize to be
Responsive

Modernize to be
Relevant

Embrace Cloud.

Be Agile.

Be Efficient.

Enhance Adaptability.

Innovate Faster.

Unlock Business Value.

Modernize to be
Resilient

Offerings
Infosys Zero Disruption Modernization offerings align with five main areas to deliver modernization services:

CLOUD
• Cloud migration
advisory and consulting
• Cloud migration
services
• Cloud-native
development and
re-architecture services
• Cloud cost management

OPENSOURCE
• Open-source risk advisory
• Architecture definition
and product evaluation
• Migration from proprietary
to open-source products

• Mainframe rehosting to
cloud
• Mainframe API
enablement
• Rules externalization

• Application migration/
remediation to containers

• Mainframe
optimization

• Monolith to microservices
transformation

• Analytics on Z

• Legacy database to
NoSQL migration

Modernize with Infosys –
The Zero Disruption Way
As a first step, defining the right
modernization strategy is critical for
successful modernization.
Infosys consulting and advisory
services help determine the right
modernization strategy by assessing
the existing legacy landscape and
developing a modernization roadmap
with the best-fit technologies. Along
with the right modernization strategy,
our smooth execution yields optimal
and faster transformation programs.
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MAINFRAME MODERNIZATION

• Application
decommissioning

AGILE AND DEVSECOPS
• DevOps maturity
assessment, tools advisory,
and roadmap definition
• DevOps transformation for
digital transformation,
cloud, legacy, and packages
• DevSecOps
• Cloud DevOps and
automation
• MLOps, NetOps and
DataOps
• DevOps-as-a-Service
• DevOps platform
• DevOps center of
excellence formation
• DevOps enablement

NEXT-GEN TECHNOLOGIES
• Application modernization
using low-code platform
• Cost takeout using
software asset optimization
techniques
• Technology, framework,
app server, and database
migrations

Seven Layers of Micro-change
When executing modernization across
the seven layers shown in the image,
organizations are certain to face various
challenges. These include resistance
to change, fear of business disruption,
uncertainty about the end state, managing
old and new systems together, time and cost
of transformation, and the struggle to scale
new technologies. Such issues make the path
to modernization difficult and rocky.
Infosys Zero Disruption Modernization
smoothens the transformation journey
by following ‘micro-change’ interventions

across each of the seven layers. It helps
organizations carefully plan a modernization
roadmap and framework.
In total, these micro-changes bring about
a larger shift during the transformation
without causing any disruption in the
business. Organizations can carry out their
day-to-day operations with business as usual.
Our services are delivered efficiently through
our flagship offering – Infosys Modernization
Suite, part of Infosys Cobalt, that caters to
the end-to-end modernization needs of an
enterprise.

Consumer, customer, partner, and employee experience
Business value chains and processes
External and internal application integration

INFOSYS ZERO DISRUPTION
MODERNIZATION

Data management and integration
Legacy system (retained) I Modernized system
Shared digital infrastructure and engineering
Operating model – Harmonizing processes and ways of working
across legacy and modernized applications

Why Choose Infosys?
Infosys has proven experience in helping organizations modernize faster and transform at the speed of change through our extensive
experience, world-leading expertise, robust resources, and superior capabilities.

Comprehensive
modernization offerings
• 70+ service
offerings around
advisory,
consulting, and
implementation for
modernization
• Recalibrate IT
with an approach
that re-architects,
refactors, replatforms, re-hosts,
remediates, and
re-speeds

Integrated
automation suite
• Infosys
Modernization
Suite: One-stop
solution for
modernization
• Over 100 IPs,
accelerators, and
domain-focused
solutions

Expansive partner
ecosystem

End-to-end
expertise

• Single commercial
interface with
more than 45
partners including
hyperscalers and
next-gen technology
providers

• Over 2500
modernization
architects and 1000
domain consultants

• Glocal hubs and
design studios
situated close to
our clients

• Talent pool
of more than
100,000 trained
professionals and
25,000 certified
professionals,
enabled through
our refactoring
strategy and digital
playgrounds

• Incubation centers
for emerging
technologies

• Financial
engineering,
including partial/
full funding
of technology
validation

Glocalisation and
innovation hubs

Infosys helps you achieve greater benefits during and after modernization thanks to our modernization experience spanning more than
10,000 implementations for over 600 clients across industry verticals.

During modernization

20–40%

Faster
implementation
of modernization

15–30%

Reduced cost of
modernization
program

Post modernization

2x–5x

Time-to-market improvement

20–50%

TCO reduction

Elasticity

Sustained TCO reduction I Organizational culture change boosted by IT
Improved stakeholder experience I End-user retention
Resilient

Responsive

Responsive
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Pan-industry Success Stories
Banking and
Financial Services

Transforming 25-year-old legacy
landscape to agile for a financial
services leader
Infosys built an event-driven microservices
architecture for a global financial services
leader to handle 5 million requests a
day with a response time of less than
3 milliseconds per request. To address
the challenges posed by the 25-yearold batch-based monolithic application
landscape, Infosys developed over 250
microservices, coupled the CD/CI pipelines
with agile maturity, and accelerated the
release cycles. Driving this transformation
was the use of microservices frameworks
and code development tools like Spring
Boot, Dropwizard, Golang, REST, Kafka,
Cassandra, Couchbase, and PostgreSQL
that cascaded the agile and DevOps
culture across the board.

Telecom

DevSecOps helps US telco cut fraud
losses by US $1 million in 7 months
Extended security testing cycles
towards the end of releases were
compromising the overall agility of the
application landscape for a US-based

telecommunications provider. The client
had a fraud loss history of over US $490
million. Infosys crafted an ‘Enterprise
DevSecOps’ platform that covered nearly
1400 applications and eliminated US $1
million in fraud losses within 7 months.
The platform leveraged key security
and code quality tools like Veracode,
AppScan, open source, ZAP, Black Duck,
SonarQube, Checkstyle, Checkmarx, PMD,
and other DevSecOps SDLC tools. In total,
11 technologies were used to eliminate
fraud losses and simultaneously improve
time-to-market for customer-facing
applications.

Oil and Gas

Extreme automation helps oil
and gas company boost business
resilience
For an oil and gas organization, Infosys
drove a BizDevOps-led modernization
program that achieved benefits such
as rapid addition of new exchanges,
30% increase in trade volume, 80%
automation of business transactions,
automation of straight-through
processing, and business continuity
during the pandemic-driven oil crisis.
Some of the techniques used were
unified teams, extreme automation,
and end-to-end CI/CT/CD. The
implementation increased the release
frequency by 200%, improved product
quality, and reduced risks and operational
losses.

Logistics

European postal provider gets
digital-ready on cloud
To help a European postal and logistics
service provider implement digital with
high scalability and 24/7 availability of
services, Infosys executed a modernization
program that involved migrating to AWS
Cloud. Technology refactoring reduced
database license costs and generated
infrastructure cost savings of US $1 million
per year with an additional US $400,000 in
savings. Other benefits include improving
a critical application performance metric
to 99.9% and enabling 100% application
availability during a record peak period.

Retail

Australian retail giant migrates from
mainframes to microservices
Infosys helped an Australian retail giant
modernize their mainframe and become
more agile and responsive in order
orchestration, supply chain management,
and inventory management. As an AWS
Premier Consulting Partner, Infosys
modernized the core IT system, leveraging
extensive domain experience and expertise
in optimizing mainframe applications on the
cloud. The client’s mainframe application
migration and modernization on AWS has
delivered the required business agility to
deploy and scale new offerings and deepen
customer engagement.

To know more about Infosys Zero Disruption Modernization, please contact us at modernization@infosys.com
Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions and platforms for enterprises to accelerate their cloud journey. It offers over 35,000 cloud assets, over 300 industry cloud solution blueprints and a thriving
community of cloud business and technology practitioners to drive increased business value. With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes
baked into every solution delivered.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com
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